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ABSTRACT
Advances in multiagent systems (MAS) have the potential to solve

critical societal challenges. For example, MAS techniques for effi-

cient resource allocation can help us implement cleaner and more

efficient forms of on-demand mobility; social choice methods can

support us in deciding how to trade off energy use and comfort in

smart buildings; and task coordination methods can be used to re-

spond to disasters in an effective and resilient manner. However, the

benefits of these approaches can only be realised if citizen end users

are able to trust these emerging multiagent systems. To achieve this,

a citizen-centric approach needs to be taken. This places citizens at

the heart of the design, development and deployment of trustwor-

thy multiagent systems. We present open research challenges in

this area, put forward key application domains for citizen-centric

MAS (C-MAS) and discuss collaborative research opportunities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
AI systems are increasingly used to support and often automate

decision-making on an unprecedented scale. Such AI systems can

draw on a vast range of data sources to make fast, efficient, data-

driven decisions to address important societal challenges and po-

tentially benefit millions of citizens [43, 58]. Key application areas

include themanagement of critical infrastructure, including electric-

ity networks [36] and transportation systems [11], or the provision

of social services, including policing [26], emergency response [34]

and medical support during epidemics like COVID-19 [19].

Most large-scale AI systems, including all the examples given

above, are highly distributed multiagent systems. They are char-

acterised by the presence of multiple stakeholders, including au-

tonomous intelligent agents, service providers and citizen end users,

that need to make efficient collective decisions despite sometimes

conflicting interests. There is a wealth of research in the area of

multiagent systems that has considered these types of settings.

Specifically, work on game theory, negotiation and mechanism de-

sign has looked at how to model self-interested agents, how they
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can reach agreements or how socially beneficial behaviours can

be incentivised [30, 32]. Computational social choice investigates

how to derive consensus when making collective decisions [6].

Work on coordination considers how decentralised collectives of

agents can collaborate together effectively [56, 61]. However, in

this existing work, the citizen end user is usually given a peripheral

role, acting as a passive data source or is assumed to be a simple

rational decision maker. This ignores the key challenge of ensuring

that large-scale AI systems are seen as trustworthy by citizens, an

important feature that is needed for the widespread acceptance of

safe, reliable and trustworthy AI [17, 35].

More specifically, large-scale AI systems may need access to rel-

evant information from individuals, e.g., their electricity demand,

travel preferences or health data, in order to allocate limited re-

sources or services to those that need themmost. This raises privacy

issues and may also encourage strategic manipulation, where indi-

viduals misrepresent their preferences for personal benefit [6, 16].

Furthermore, the systems must be trusted to act in a manner that

aligns with society’s ethical values [28]. This includes the minimi-

sation of discrimination and the need to govern such systems and

ensure equitable decisions [54]. Finally, there is a need to explain

decisions and decision-making processes to non-expert end users

and other stakeholders.

In order to address these challenges and design trustworthy

multiagent systems that can realise their potential of positively af-

fecting people on a large scale, we argue that it is imperative to take

a citizen-centric approach.1 In this approach, citizens are viewed as

first-class agents at the centre of these multiagent systems. Citizens’

preferences are learnt and modelled explicitly while safeguarding

their privacy, the system acts to maximise their utility while en-

suring equitable and fair outcomes, and automated decisions are

explained clearly and can be audited by all stakeholders.

In the following, we first outline our high-level vision of citizen-

centric multiagent systems (Section 2), then we highlight open

research challenges (Section 3). This is followed by a number of

research opportunities that were co-created with a group of indus-

trial, academic and government stakeholders (Section 4). Section 5

concludes this paper.

2 VISION OF CITIZEN-CENTRIC MAS
Figure 1 summarises our high-level vision of a citizen-centric mul-

tiagent system (C-MAS). A key aspect of such a system is that

information and control are highly distributed, thus preserving pri-

vacy and autonomy for all stakeholders. Specifically, we envisage

1
Here, we use citizen to denote an end user of an AI system, or someone directly affected

by it. We use this term to include a broad spectrum of users, including non-experts,

but also to highlight the democratic nature of the AI systems that we envisage.
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Figure 1: A Citizen-Centric Multiagent System

that citizens will be in control of their private data (e.g., mobility

and health data), which will be stored locally on a smart device (e.g.,

as part of a personal data store [48]) or held securely by a trusted

third party. Moreover, each citizen will have a personal intelligent

agent that can access this information, learns the citizen’s personal

preferences and then interacts with external service providers on

the citizen’s behalf. In smart mobility, this may take the form of

arranging an autonomous taxi to take the citizen to work in the

morning; in smart energy, the agent might control the citizen’s

heating and appliances to coincide with the production of cheap

renewable energy; and in disaster response, the agent may request

tailored help from emergency services.

In these systems, service providers implement their own AI al-

gorithms, e.g., to allocate on-demand mobility services, to offer

price incentives to energy consumers or to dispatch emergency

responders. Critically, these algorithms will not have full access

to each citizen’s private information, but will receive at most lim-

ited data relevant to a given transaction and in accordance with

each citizen’s privacy preferences. To help the personal intelligent

agents make better decisions, there might be limited exchange of

information between different citizens. This would help address

the cold-start problem, where new agents with little prior knowl-

edge of their citizens can draw on larger population statistics to

initialise their decision-making. Such information exchange would

be facilitated by third-party preference aggregators that anonymise

and share data according to transparent and customisable rules,

similar to data trusts [22, 31]. Finally, a key aspect of C-MAS is that

citizens and other stakeholders are able to understand how the AI

algorithms work and make decisions.
2

3 RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR C-MAS
To ensure that our vision of C-MAS is realised and that citizens are

able to trust these systems, they need to be:

• Citizen-aware: being aware of the preferences, needs and con-

straints of individuals, in order to provide personalised and ap-

propriate services, while also respecting privacy constraints.

2
C-MAS can be seen as a subclass of human-centred AI systems [44, 55], with a focus

on (i) engagement and involvement of non-expert users; (ii) bidirectional relations and

feedback loops; and (iii) dynamic involvement of end-users. C-MAS goes beyond the

standard human-centred approach by focusing on complex multiagent settings that

include non-expert users whose preferences have to be captured and reconciled dynam-

ically, while also providing transparent feedback. This makes C-MAS an innovative and

promising approach to AI with the potential to create a more inclusive and accessible

future for all users and the prospect of trustworthy human-AI partnerships [35, 45].

• Citizen-beneficial: acting to maximise the utility of citizens, in-

cluding the provision of incentives to encourage socially-beneficial

behaviour changes.

• Citizen-sensitive:making fair, inclusive and equitable decisions.

• Citizen-auditable: providing explanations for decisions, thus
allowing stakeholders to engage in a continuous feedback loop.

In the following, we discuss these features in more detail, high-

lighting open research challenges to achieve them.

3.1 Achieving Citizen-Aware C-MAS
Citizen-aware multiagent systems are designed to learn the pref-

erences and requirements of different citizens. This is important

because it allows personalised services to be provided to citizens,

matching their individual needs and preferences, rather than as-

suming that all citizens have the same preferences.

In C-MAS, this is primarily achieved through personal intelligent

agents, each of which interacts with and represents one citizen.

Since this departs from typical centralised AI systems that assume

availability of rich data sets, a key challenge here is to quickly learn

an accurate model of a citizen’s preferences given sparse data and

without placing excessive cognitive burden on the user. Achieving

this is an open research challenge, but could involve techniques

like inverse reinforcement learning to infer utility models from

observations [1], the use of domain-specific discrete choice models

[47] and targeted preference elicitation techniques [3, 42].

Another open challenge is how to allow the selective exchange

of information between different personal agents. This would help

to identify common patterns and provide suitable priors for the

preference models, which are then refined through subsequent

observations or queries. This sharing of data could be done directly

between trusted agents, or via third-party preference aggregators

that collect anonymised data. Addressing this research challenge

could draw on work on recommender systems [41], differential

privacy [12] and federated learning [24].

Once the preferences and requirements of a citizen have been

learnt or elicited, the personal intelligent agent can now represent

the citizen within the wider C-MAS and especially in interactions

with service providers. Here, the agent acts primarily on behalf of

and to the benefit of its owner. It may selectively reveal information

when this is in its owner’s interest, but only according to the privacy

preferences of its owner andwithmeaningful consent [13, 18]. More

broadly, C-MAS should be designed in such a way as to minimise

the risk of privacy breaches [52]. This might include the use of

encryption and other security measures to protect the data collected

from citizens, and robust procedures for managing this data [60].

3.2 Achieving Citizen-Beneficial C-MAS
Following Russell [39] and the argument that autonomous systems

should be inherently human-beneficial, we argue for a transition

from the citizen-ignorant notion of artificially intelligent agents

and multiagent systems to a citizen-centric approach whose main

purpose is to benefit citizens. Here, citizen-beneficial multiagent

systems are AI-based systems that are designed to provide benefits

to society (including citizens, the economy and the environment).

These systems can help to address some of the biggest challenges

facing society, such as climate change, pollution and inequality.



Achieving citizen-awareness, as covered in the previous sec-

tion, helps us to also achieve widespread benefits for citizens in a

C-MAS. Specifically, once individual preferences have been learnt,

an AI-based resource allocation mechanism (e.g., associated with

a service provider) could then aggregate these preferences in a

way that preserves diversity and inclusivity. This means that the

mechanism will not simply choose the most preferred option, or the

option that is preferred by the majority of citizens. Instead, using

methods rooted in computational social choice theory (e.g., [46]),

it will take into account the preferences of all citizens and seek

to find a solution that is fair and equitable for all. However, citi-

zens may not always wish to provide their preference information

to enable such aggregation mechanisms. Here, building on work

in mechanism design and behavioural economics, it becomes im-

portant to consider techniques from incentive engineering [35].

This approach allows for the creation of financial incentives that

encourage socially beneficial behaviours, such as greener prac-

tices or lower resource consumption (see e.g., [37, 58]). This can be

done through the introduction of macro-/micro-level subsidies for

environmentally-friendly practices and the taxation of historically

environmentally-unfriendly practices. By providing these incen-

tives, it becomes financially viable for individuals (and businesses)

to adopt greener practices, which can help to reduce the negative

impact of human activities on the environment.

A key aspect of incentive engineering in citizen-beneficial multi-

agent systems is that it must be diversity-aware as different citizens

may require different types and levels of incentives in order to

change their behaviour. For example, some may be more receptive

to financial incentives, while others may be more motivated by non-

financial incentives, such as increased social status or recognition.

Finally, the process of incentivising should be sustainability-aware,

with incentives being provided in view of the social good. The

incentives should not only be effective at encouraging positive

behaviour change, but they should also be sustainable over the

long term.
3
This could involve providing incentives that encourage

the development of new technologies or practices that can help to

reduce the negative impact of human activities on the environment,

while also providing benefits to society as a whole. By adopting

these sustainability-aware incentives (e.g., in providing mobility

services [4, 25]), citizen-beneficial multiagent systems can help to

create a more sustainable future for all citizens.

3.3 Achieving Citizen-Sensitive C-MAS
Citizen-sensitive C-MAS are distributed AI systems that are de-

signed to make fair and equitable decisions in collaboration with

humans, and, with the appropriate permissions and consent, on

their behalf (e.g., a smart thermostat or navigation application op-

erating on a network of vehicles). These systems are designed to be

aware of the context in which they are operating and to take into

account the varying perceptions of fairness and equity that differ-

ent individuals and groups may have. Similarly, this may depend

on the domain in which they are being applied.

3
The term “sustainability” typically refers to the ability of a system or solution to

endure over time while minimising negative impacts on society, finances and the

environment. This concept is often framed by the three pillars of social, financial and

environmental sustainability [33]. We believe that C-MAS and the solutions it provides

can only be considered practical if they capture all three pillars of sustainability.

To achieve this level of citizen-sensitivity and ensure responsible
autonomy [9, 57], it is necessary to co-define quantitative metrics

for equitability and fairness in different domains. These metrics

need to be context-aware, as different citizens may have different

perceptions of fairness and equity depending on the specific context

in which they are being applied. For example, in the healthcare

domain, citizens may perceive fixed prices for services as equitable,

while in the transportation domain, they may be willing to accept

variations in prices that fluctuate with supply.

To that end, one of the key challenges in the design of C-MAS is

how to dynamically price AI-assisted (smart) services, e.g., smart

mobility and energy management services, in view of equitability

and fairness measures. This is an open challenge that AI-based

tools can contribute to, but it will require input from a variety of

disciplines, including social and behavioural sciences, to develop

context-specific metrics for fairness and equity [10]. Another disci-

pline from which C-MAS can benefit is law and legal reasoning for,

and in presence of, AI systems [38]. As AI-assisted systems become

more widespread, it will be important to capture existing regula-

tory measures and to develop new ones that are citizen-aware and

protective of citizens’ rights. Citizen-sensitive multiagent systems

can help to support the development of legal decision-making tools

and regulatory measures that protect citizens during the design and

operation of AI systems, while also avoiding harmful consequences.

3.4 Achieving Citizen-Auditable C-MAS
The development of AI systems that are capable of providing expla-

nations to non-expert citizens is a crucial step towards achieving

citizen-auditable multiagent systems. This is because it enables

users to understand the reasoning behind the decisions made by

these systems, which is necessary for them to be able to monitor

and fine-tune their behaviour.
4
This means that the explanations

should not just be technical annotations on the inputs and outputs

of a particular component, but should also provide insight into the

main purpose and aim of the AI system. In addition to providing

understandable explanations, an auditable C-MAS should also en-

able all stakeholders to engage in a continuous feedback loop to

adapt the overall AI system to suit their ethical preferences [29].

This allows users to monitor and maintain the ethical behaviour of

AI systems in accordance with their values and ethical principles.

By enabling citizens to monitor and fine-tune the behaviour of AI

systems with respect to their own ethical preferences, C-MAS can

help to transition from a focus on hard, regulated ethics (as rules

set by authorities to ensure safety requirements) to a more flexible

approach that incorporates “soft ethics” [14, 15]. This allows citizen-

centric ethical governance [53] by enabling greater adaptability in

the ethical behaviour of AI systems and can help to ensure that

these systems align with the personal values of their users [23, 29]

and wider stakeholders [7]. This will determine how an AI system

is expected to behave (set by users) within the legally allowed

spectrum (set by authorities).

The development of auditable C-MAS is an important step to-

wards enabling citizens to monitor and maintain the ethical be-

haviour of AI systems. By providing explanations and allowing

4
Additionally, such explanations can feed into computational methods for monitoring

and ascribing responsibility for any harm or unanticipated failures in C-MAS [8].



users to personalise the AI system to suit their own preferences,

C-MAS can help ensure that AI systems are trustworthy and safe.

4 C-MAS FOR SOCIAL GOOD
In September 2022, we organised a workshop to validate the con-

cept of C-MAS for achieving social good and to identify concrete

research opportunities. The workshop included a diverse group of

stakeholders from 15 different organisations, including key indus-

try representatives, academics and government agencies. In this

section, we provide a brief overview of the discussions at this work-

shop, both to illustrate how the concept of C-MAS can be applied

in real-world settings for social good, and to highlight concrete

research opportunities for academia, industry and policymakers.
5

4.1 C-MAS Use Cases
At theworkshop, we identified and discussed a number of promising

use cases for C-MAS, including:

• Clean Transportation: By considering the preferences and con-
straints of individuals, C-MAS can help people switch to cleaner

on-demand and shared mobility [21, 25]. This will involve sug-

gesting appropriate modes of transport and reacting to incentives

where appropriate (e.g., to delay a journey or switch modes).

C-MAS can also help people transition to electric vehicles and

deal with a currently limited rapid charging infrastructure by

suggesting personalised charging stops on long routes [59].

• Smart Energy: Similarly, C-MAS can help citizens optimise their

energy at home, heating the house or running appliances when

cheap renewable energy is available [2]. Home energy storage,

including electric vehicles, can be used to store or even trade

energy with the grid or a neighbourhood.

• Audio AI Services: Audio AI offers an opportunity to make

C-MAS more accessible and seamless for citizen users [51]. Au-

dio services could allow users to interact with their personal

intelligent agents and could even collect contextual information

about a user’s activities or intents (e.g., for adjusting the heating

or booking imminent transport). Clearly, this poses additional

privacy, trust and safety challenges that need to be addressed [52].

• Social Recommender Systems: Since C-MAS are highly dis-

tributed with many service providers and users, existing work on

trust and reputation systems can be applied to help citizens use

information from trusted social contacts to find services [5, 40].

4.2 Collaborative Research Opportunities
Based on the example use cases above, we identified concrete re-

search opportunities with the workshop participants. These are

specific steps that academia, industry, representatives of citizens

and policymakers can take together to start addressing the research

challenges outlined in Section 3.

From Explainability to Transparency: Software developers
are an important part of a C-MAS, and there are opportunities for

changing the way that citizen-centric AI software is developed

and moving towards explainable approaches [20, 27, 50]. Currently,

most documentation is targeted towards other developers, but to

5
In addition to this workshop, and through various engagements and outreach-oriented

activities, we presented the C-MAS perspective to non-expert end users and received

feedback on the expectations of a diverse and inclusive range of citizens.

achieve explainability for product owners (and ultimately trans-

parency for end users), additional annotations for a wider audience

may be needed. Such increased transparency will help establish

trust in the users of AI systems. Here, it is also important to con-

sider the context in which AI is used, which may affect trust and

required accuracy.

Research Opportunity 1. Investigating the conceptual differ-
ences and relations between function-oriented (encapsulated) explain-
ability and purpose-oriented (contextual) transparency. This will be a
first step to design and develop AI systems that are transparent to end
users (by providing insights about their performance in a particular
context) and also explainable for software developers (by providing
explanations on their robustness, accuracy and technical reliability).

FromRobustness to Resilience:C-MAS need to be able to deal

with potential failures. Here, users have different levels of tolerance

towards failures, not only because of inherent heterogeneity among

users, but also with respect to the application domain or context. For

instance, one may tolerate a minor failure from a mobile mapping

app when looking for a particular restaurant, but not in healthcare

services or in AI systems that manage critical infrastructure. Thus,

building systems that are not just robust to anticipated failures, but

also resilient to unforeseen circumstances [49] is important.

Research Opportunity 2. Distinguishing essential from desir-
able features in C-MAS in different application domains and iden-
tifying key features for context-dependent resilience. This will be
an input for shifting from robustness (as an approach for ensuring
fault-tolerance) to establishing context-aware resilience in C-MAS (for
ensuring that the system can recover from unforeseen circumstances).

From Reliability to Trustworthiness: Biases in data and un-

intended harm from AI are a significant danger. There is a need to

train and audit AI developers, to monitor AI providers, and to pro-

vide effective tools to control malicious actions by AI systems (e.g.,

to spread misinformation or promote harmful behaviours on social

media). It is important here to be aware of who is collecting data

and whether we (as a society, individual citizen or a team of citizen

representatives) trust them. This is challenging, as trustworthiness

is a dynamic notion that needs to be calibrated.

Research Opportunity 3. Building interdisciplinary approaches
to study the applicability of different AI auditing tools and standardi-
sation schemes. Interacting with experts from social science and legal
experts to support the development of effective methods for establish-
ment and dynamic calibration of trustworthy C-MAS.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we outlined a vision of citizen-centric multiagent

systems, a paradigm for building complex AI systems that can

address important societal challenges, but that treat the citizen

end users as first-class agents. This involves being aware of the

citizens’ preferences, taking actions and offering incentives that

benefit citizens (and the wider good of society), being sensitive to all

members of society and engaging all stakeholders in a continuous

feedback loop. Achieving such citizen-centric multiagent systems

will help us build trustworthy and widely accepted AI systems that

can improve our quality of life, support us in addressing the climate

emergency and make our society more resilient.
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